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July 8, 2013

Mr. Charles R. Kamps
Executive Director
NYC Department of Citywide Administrative Services
1 Centre Street, 20th Floor North
New York, NY 10007

Re: Brooklyn Bridge Park – Replacement Property
Part of Washington Street Roadbed, Adjacent to the
West Side of 1 Plymouth Street
Water Meter Testing Facility, 1 Plymouth Street
& DOT Paint Shed Site, 121 Plymouth Street
Brooklyn, New York
File No. 13-190

Dear Mr. Kamps:

At your request, we have inspected and performed the attached self-contained appraisal report of
the above-captioned property, which is located along the north side of Plymouth Street, west of
Adams Street, and includes the majority of the Washington Street Roadbed that is north of
Plymouth Street in the DUMBO section of the Borough of Brooklyn, Kings County, New York.
The subject property contains frontage along the south side of the Brooklyn Bridge Park. The
property is identified on the tax maps of Kings County as Block 7 adjacent and west of Lot 21
and east of the Brooklyn Bridge Park (Washington Street Roadbed), Block 7, p/o Lot 21 (Water
Meter Testing Facility site) and Block 7, p/o Lot 1 (Paint Shed site).

The subject property is known as the “Washington Street Roadbed” site, the “Water Meter
Testing Facility” site and the “DOT Paint Shed Facility” site. The subject property is currently
owned by the City of New York, with the Water Meter Testing Facility site and the DOT Paint
Shed Facility sites currently under the jurisdiction of the Department of Environmental Protection
(DEP). The subject Washington Street Roadbed is a demapped street. The subject is located
adjacent to the Brooklyn Bridge Park project site, an 85-acre park that would stretch along 1.3±
miles of waterfront area consisting of piers, landscaped areas, ecological habitats, recreational
facilities, a marina, commercial space, and upland and water areas. It provides a scenic overlook
as well as access to a public waterfront plaza, several landmarked buildings and a public pier and
esplanade. As part of the project, the City of New York is currently seeking to “replace” the
property into a park use.
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The subject property is comprised of an irregular-shaped parcel. The Washington Street Roadbed
is part of a demapped roadbed and does not contain a zoning designation. The Water Meter
Testing Facility site and the DOT Paint Shed Facility site are located within an M3-1 zoning
district within a Waterfront Area and are subject to the special regulations as per the New York
City Zoning Resolution. The subject property (“Replacement Property”) consists of a 37,617±-
square-foot site that is currently improved with the Water Meter Testing Facility and the DOT
Paint Shed Facility buildings.

The purpose of this self-contained appraisal report is to estimate the market value to determine if
this replacement property equals or exceeds in value another property proposed for conversion to
a non-recreational use. This appraisal report includes the determination of the larger parcel
valuation as well as the valuation of the replacement property as if the Washington Street
Roadbed site, the Water Meter Testing Facility site and the DOT Paint Shed Facility site were
separate parcels.

The Washington Street Roadbed site is comprised of an irregular-shaped parcel of land,
containing 11,170± square feet (0.26± acres). The Washington Street Roadbed is currently
paved and used for parking in conjuncture with the improvements at 1 Plymouth Street
(Water Meter Testing Facility for NYCDEP).

The Water Meter Testing Facility site is comprised of an irregular-shaped parcel of M3-1 zoned
land, containing 10,860± square feet (0.25± acres). The Water Meter Testing Facility site is
currently improved with a one-story, plus partial basement, single-tenant, industrial/office
building containing 9,585± square feet of gross building area (GBA), which was originally
constructed circa 1988. The subject building is currently utilized as a water meter testing facility
for the DEP. The building contains a mixture of industrial warehouse/storage space and
secondary office space. There is curbside parking available along Plymouth Street.

According to the statement of work for the “Washington Street Roadbed” appraisal assignment,
“the portion of this street proposed for abandonment must be hypothetically appraised as if free of
all street right-of-way restrictions. This abandonment does not include utility easements (if any)."
Furthermore, a representative of the client of this appraisal report indicated that “in terms of
applicable zoning and tax lot status, the appraiser through research should determine the
likelihood of what zoning the city would assign and the risk and time for the purchaser to
accomplish getting that done. Rather than the appraiser determining the potential of a change
from one zoning district to another, he/she should determine to which zoning the property will be
subject from its current position of none. The appraisal should not merely assume a zoning from
the adjacent property.”

The Water Meter Testing Facility site is currently occupied by the DEP, which also occupies the
adjacent portion of the Washington Street roadbed north of Plymouth Street for parking. The
Washington Street roadbed provides access to the subject’s two rear loading docks. This
appraisal assignment considers the valuation of the subject Replacement Property under two
scenarios: as one larger site and as individual zoning lots. Therefore, in our valuation of the
Water Meter Testing Facility site as an individual zoning lot, we have considered that the Water
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Meter Testing Facility does not have to be operated with the adjacent roadbed. Therefore, these
two parcels are currently separate. Since the Washington Street Roadbed site is not part of the
Water Meter Testing Facility site, the Water Meter Testing Facility site does not contain any on-
site parking and does not contain truck access to the rear loading docks. Based on our on-site
inspection of the subject property, there is a sidewalk between the Water Meter Testing Facility
site and the Washington Street Roadbed that provides access to the west side of the Water Meter
Testing Facility and its rear loading docks. However, in our valuation of the subject property as
one site, the Washington Street Roadbed provides access to the rear loading docks of the Water
Meter Testing Facility; therefore, under the analysis, the Water Meter Testing Facility site is not
hindered by a lack of access.

The DOT Paint Shed Facility site is comprised of an irregular-shaped parcel of M3-1 zoned land,
containing a total land area of 15,587± square feet (0.36± acres). The DOT Paint Shed site is
currently improved with a one-story single-tenant, industrial building containing 8,809± square
feet of gross building area (GBA). The subject building is currently utilized by the Department of
Transportation (DOT) for the storage of paint products, and is known as the “DOT Paint Shed
Facility”. The building is predominately comprised of industrial warehouse/storage space. The
property contains an old, metal garage building which is attached to the Water Meter Testing
Facility building. There is a paved, un-striped, parking lot located on the eastern side of the DOT
Paint Shed site containing an estimated 6,778± square feet of land area. The DOT Paint Shed site
(building and parking lot) are fully fenced in by a metal security fence and can accommodate
approximately 10-15± vehicles. To comply with Land and Water Conservation Fund (LWCF)
regulations, this valuation analysis is based on the hypothetical condition that the subject paint
shed building does not exist and this property is a vacant site available for development.

The client of this appraisal report provided the Phase I Environmental Site Assessment, prepared
by AKRF, Inc., dated December 2003; and the Phase II Environmental Site Assessment, prepared
by AKRF, Inc., dated April 2005. These reports describe the soil, subsoil, ground water quality,
asbestos and lead conditions of the subject site. The reports state that there may be contamination
issues on the subject site, however, to what degree and cost is currently unknown. We are
unaware of any known adverse environmental conditions that will not be cured at the current
owner’s expense but inherited by the purchaser. Conversely, this appraisal is subject to the
extraordinary assumption that unknown conditions would be fully remediated by the owner.

The subject property would be subject to a master ground lease from the City of New York to
Brooklyn Bridge Park Development Corporation dated July 29, 2010 and from Brooklyn Bridge
Park Development Corporation to Brooklyn Bridge Park. To comply with the intended use of
this appraisal, the subject property is hypothetical valued in fee simple estate, free of leases.

The intended use of this appraisal is to assist the intended users in understanding the value of the
underlying asset, subject to the hypothetical conditions, extraordinary assumptions, limiting
conditions, and jurisdictional exception contained within the report. The intended users of this
appraisal are Mr. Charles R. Kamps and those persons authorized by New York City Department
of Citywide Administrative Services (NYCDCAS), New York State Office of Parks, Recreation
and Historic Preservation and National Park Service of the United States Department of Interior
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to utilize this report. This appraisal report is subject to the hypothetical conditions, extraordinary
assumptions, limiting conditions and jurisdictional exception as defined within the body of this
report.

This self-contained appraisal report conforms to the current Uniform Standards of Professional
Appraisal Practice (USPAP) promulgated by the Appraisal Standards Board of the Appraisal
Foundation and the Code of Professional Ethics and Standards of Professional Appraisal Practice
of the Appraisal Institute, and the Uniform Standards for Federal Land Acquisition. The
information contained in this report is specific to the needs of the client and for the intended use
stated in this report. We are not responsible for unauthorized use of this report.

In arriving at the appraised value, we have given consideration to all items influencing value,
including the property location, comparable sales and rentals, market trends, existing and
projected competition, continued demand, mortgage availability, mortgage rates and equity return
rates.

We are of the opinion that as of March 22, 2013, the effective date of this appraisal report, the
market value of the fee simple estate of the Larger Parcel Determination of the Replacement
Property, predicated upon the hypothetical conditions, extraordinary assumptions, limiting
conditions and jurisdictional exception as defined within the body of this report, was
$6,300,000.00.

As indicated in the highest and best use section of this report, it is determined that the larger
parcel determination is not the highest and best use of the subject property. However, the larger
parcel should be valued as separate zoning lots because as one zoning lot it does not produce the
maximally productive value for the subject property.

We are of the opinion that as of March 22, 2013, the effective date of this appraisal report, the
market value of the fee simple estate of the Washington Street Roadbed site, predicated upon the
hypothetical conditions, extraordinary assumptions, limiting conditions and jurisdictional
exception as defined within the body of this report, was:

ONE MILLION SEVEN HUNDRED THOUSAND DOLLARS

$1,700,000.00

We are of the opinion that as of March 22, 2013, the effective date of this appraisal report, the
market value of the fee simple estate of the Water Meter Testing Facility site, predicated upon the
hypothetical conditions, extraordinary assumptions, limiting conditions and jurisdictional
exception as defined within the body of this report, was:

ONE MILLION FOUR HUNDRED THOUSAND DOLLARS

$1,400,000.00
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We are of the opinion that as of March 22, 2013, the effective date of this appraisal report, the
market value of the fee simple estate of the DOT Paint Shed site, predicated upon the
hypothetical conditions, extraordinary assumptions, limiting conditions and jurisdictional
exception as defined within the body of this report, was:

ONE MILLION SEVEN HUNDRED THOUSAND DOLLARS

$1,700,000.00

We are of the opinion that as of March 22, 2013, the effective date of this appraisal
report, the market value of the fee simple estate of the Replacement Property as available
as three separate zoning lots including the Washington Street Roadbed, Water Meter
Testing Facility site and the DOT Paint Shed site, predicated upon the hypothetical
conditions, extraordinary assumptions, limiting conditions and jurisdictional exception
as defined within the body of this report, was estimated at

FOUR MILLION EIGHT HUNDRED THOUSAND DOLLARS
$4,800,000.00

A report of 351 pages, plus Addenda, is attached hereto and made part hereof, and the valuation is
expressly made subject to the conditions and comments appearing herein.

Very truly yours,

GOODMAN-MARKS ASSOCIATES, INC.

Matthew J. Guzowski, MAI Kathleen Rairden, MAI
Principal Senior Vice President
Certified General Real Estate Appraiser Certified General Real Estate Appraiser

New York Certificate #468986 New York State Certificate #468643

Tonia Vailas, MAI
Senior Vice President
Certified General Real Estate Appraiser

New York State Certificate #4646406
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CERTIFICATE OF APPRAISAL

Premises: Brooklyn Bridge Park – Replacement Property
Part of Washington Street Roadbed, Adjacent to the West Side of
1 Plymouth Street
Water Meter Testing Facility, 1 Plymouth Street
& DOT Paint Shed Site, 121 Plymouth Street
Brooklyn, New York

We, Matthew J. Guzowski, Kathleen Rairden, and Tonia Vailas certify to the best of our
knowledge and belief:

THAT, the statements of fact contained in this report are true and correct;

THAT, the reported analyses, opinions and conclusions are limited only by the reported
assumptions and limiting conditions, and are our personal, impartial and unbiased
professional analyses, opinions and conclusions;

THAT, we have no present or prospective interest in the property that is the subject of
this report, and we have no personal interest with respect to the parties involved;

THAT, we have performed appraisal services regarding the subject property within the
three year period immediately preceding the effective date of this assignment, as an
appraiser(s);

THAT, we have no bias with respect to the property that is the subject of this report or to
the parties involved with this assignment;

THAT, our engagement in this assignment was not contingent upon developing or
reporting predetermined results;

THAT, our compensation for completing this assignment is not contingent upon the
development or reporting of a predetermined value or direction in value that favors the
cause of the client, the amount of the value opinion, the attainment of a stipulated result
or the occurrence of a subsequent event directly related to the intended use of this
appraisal;

THAT, the reported analyses, opinions and conclusions were developed, and this report
has been prepared, in conformity with the requirements of the Code of Professional
Ethics and Standards of Professional Appraisal Practice of the Appraisal Institute and in
conformity with the requirements of the Uniform Appraisal Standards for Federal Land
Acquisitions;

That, the reported analyses, opinions and conclusions were developed, and this report has
been prepared, in conformity with the requirements of the Appraisal Foundation’s
Uniform Standards for Professional Appraisal Practice (USPAP), except to the extent
that the Uniform Appraisal Standards for Federal Land Acquisitions required invocation
of USPAP’s Jurisdictional Exception Rule, as described in Section D-11 of the Uniform
Appraisal Standards for Federal Land Acquisitions;

1 Appraisers should recognize that USPAP changes frequently and that future changes may require additional jurisdictional exceptions
which are not noted in Section D-1 of these Standards. In such an instance, appraisers will have to identify and report such additional
jurisdictional exceptions.
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CERTIFICATE OF APPRAISAL
(continued)

THAT, the use of this report is subject to the requirements of the Appraisal Institute
relating to review by its duly authorized representatives;

THAT, we have made a personal exterior inspection of the subject property and its
environs, Tonia Vailas and David Zucker performed an interior and exterior inspection of
the subject property and that the designated representative of the property owner was
given the opportunity to accompany the Tonia Vailas and David Zucker on the property
inspection. Kathleen Rairden inspected the exterior of the subject property and its
environs;

THAT, David Zucker provided real property appraisal assistance to the person(s) signing
this certification;

THAT, as of the date of this report, Matthew J. Guzowski, Kathleen Rairden and Tonia
Vailas have completed the continuing education program of the Appraisal Institute.

We are of the opinion that as of March 22, 2013, the effective date of this appraisal
report, the market value of the fee simple estate of the Larger Parcel Determination of the
Replacement Property, predicated upon the hypothetical conditions, extraordinary
assumptions, limiting conditions and jurisdictional exception as defined within the body
of this report, was $6,300,000.00.

As indicated in the highest and best use section of this report, it is determined that the
larger parcel determination is not the highest and best use of the subject property.
However, the larger parcel should be valued as separate zoning lots because as one
zoning lot it does not produce the maximally productive value for the subject property.

We are of the opinion that as of March 22, 2013, the effective date of this appraisal
report, the market value of the fee simple estate of the Washington Street Roadbed site,
predicated upon the hypothetical conditions, extraordinary assumptions, limiting
conditions and jurisdictional exception as defined within the body of this report, was:

ONE MILLION SEVEN HUNDRED THOUSAND DOLLARS

$1,700,000.00

We are of the opinion that as of March 22, 2013, the effective date of this appraisal
report, the market value of the fee simple estate of the Water Meter Testing Facility site,
predicated upon the hypothetical conditions, extraordinary assumptions, limiting
conditions and jurisdictional exception as defined within the body of this report, was:

ONE MILLION FOUR HUNDRED THOUSAND DOLLARS

$1,400,000.00
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CERTIFICATE OF APPRAISAL
(continued)

We are of the opinion that as of March 22, 2013, the effective date of this appraisal
report, the market value of the fee simple estate of the DOT Paint Shed site, predicated
upon the hypothetical conditions, extraordinary assumptions, limiting conditions and
jurisdictional exception as defined within the body of this report, was:

ONE MILLION SEVEN HUNDRED THOUSAND DOLLARS

$1,700,000.00

We are of the opinion that as of March 22, 2013, the effective date of this appraisal
report, the market value of the fee simple estate of the Replacement Property as available
as three separate zoning lots including the Washington Street Roadbed, Water Meter
Testing Facility site and the DOT Paint Shed site, predicated upon the hypothetical
conditions, extraordinary assumptions, limiting conditions and jurisdictional exception
as defined within the body of this report, was estimated at

FOUR MILLION EIGHT HUNDRED THOUSAND DOLLARS
$4,800,000.00

DATE: July 8, 2013

Matthew J. Guzowski, MAI Kathleen Rairden, MAI
Principal Senior Vice President
Certified General Real Estate Appraiser Certified General Real Estate Appraiser

New York Certificate #468986 New York State Certificate #468643

Tonia Vailas, MAI
Senior Vice President
Certified General Real Estate Appraiser

New York State Certificate #4646406
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SUMMARY OF SALIENT FACTS AND CONCLUSIONS

Property Location: Brooklyn Bridge Park – Replacement Property
Part of Washington Street Roadbed, Adjacent to the West
Side of 1 Plymouth Street
Water Meter Testing Facility, 1 Plymouth Street
& DOT Paint Shed Site, 121 Plymouth Street
Brooklyn, New York

Tax Map Designation: Washington Street Roadbed – not identified on the tax maps
of New York City

Water Meter Testing Facility – Block 7, p/o Lot 21

Washington Street Roadbed – Block 7, p/o Lot 1

Current Owner of Record: The City of New York, with the Water Meter Testing Facility
site and the DOT Paint Shed Facility site are owned by the
City of New York and currently under the jurisdiction of the
Department of Environmental Protection (DEP).

The Washington Street Roadbed is a demapped street owned
by the City of New York.

Property Rights Appraised: Market value of the fee simple estate

This analysis includes the valuation of the larger parcel
determination of the replacement property as well as the
valuation of the Washington Street Roadbed site, the Water
Meter Testing Facility site and the DOT Paint Shed site as if
they are not part of a larger parcel.

Property Type: The subject property (“Replacement Property”) contains a
total land area of 37,617± square feet, including the
Washington Street Roadbed, the Water Meter Testing Facility
site and the DOT Paint Shed Facility site.

The Washington Street Roadbed is comprised of an irregular-
shaped parcel of land that contains 11,170± square feet (0.26±
acres) and is currently paved and used for parking for the
building located on the adjacent tax lot.

The Water Meter Testing Facility site is comprised of an
irregular-shaped parcel of M3-1 zoned land that contains
10,860± square feet (0.25± acres). This site is currently
improved with a one-story, plus partial basement, single-
tenant, industrial/office building containing 9,585± square
feet of gross building area (GBA), which was originally
constructed circa 1988. This building is currently utilized as
a water meter testing facility for the DEP. The building
contains a mixture of industrial warehouse/storage space and
secondary office space.
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SUMMARY OF SALIENT FACTS AND CONCLUSIONS
(continued)

Property Type: The DOT Paint Shed site is comprised of an irregular-shaped
parcel of M3-1 zoned land, containing an estimated 15,587±
square feet (0.36± acres). To comply with Land and Water
Conservation Fund (LWCF) regulations, this valuation
analysis is based on the hypothetical condition that the subject
paint shed building does not exist and this property is a
vacant site available for development.

Land Area: Replacement Property
Washington Street Roadbed: 11,170± sq. ft. (0.26± acres)
Water Meter Testing Facility: 10,860± sq. ft. (0.25± acres)
DOT Paint Shed Facility: 15,587± sq. ft. (0.36± acres)
Total Land Area: 37,617± sq. ft. (0.86± acres)

Zoning: The Washington Street Roadbed is part of a demapped
roadbed and does not contain a zoning designation.

The Water Meter Testing Facility site and the DOT Paint
Shed Facility site are located within an M3-1 Zoning District
(City of New York)

Highest and Best Use: As Vacant – Larger Parcel – A one-story retail building
containing a gross building area of 18,825±-square-foot
building with on-site surface parking. This use satisfies the
local growing demand retail rental uses in the area.

As Improved (Larger Parcel) – Renovate and convert the
existing Water Meter Testing Facility building and construct
additional building area to create a multi-tenant ground floor
retail development containing a total building area of 23,540±
square feet. The property would provide parking for 46±
vehicles.

Effective Date of Value: March 22, 2013
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SUMMARY OF SALIENT FACTS AND CONCLUSIONS
(continued)

Value Conclusions

Replacement
Property

Larger Parcel
Determination

Cost Approach: N/A

Income Capitalization Approach: $6,300,000.00*

Sales Comparison Approach: N/A

Final Estimate of Market Value: $6,300,000.00*

Value Conclusions

Washington
Street

Roadbed

Water
Meter

Testing
Facility Site

DOT
Paint

Shed Site

Replacement
Property

as Available as
Three Sites

Cost Approach: N/A N/A N/A N/A

Income Capitalization Approach: $1,600,000.00* $3,300,000.00* $1,600,000.00* $6,500,000.00*

Sales Comparison Approach: $1,700,000.00* $1,400,000.00* $1,700,000.00* $4,800,000.00*

Final Estimate of Market Value: $1,700,000.00* $1,400,000.00* $1,700,000.00* $4,800,000.00*

*Predicated upon the hypothetical conditions, extraordinary assumptions, limiting conditions and jurisdictional exception as defined

within the body of this report.
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APPRAISAL DEFINITIONS

Market Value 2

“Market value is the amount in cash, or on terms reasonably equivalent to cash,

for which in all probability the property would have sold on the effective date of the

appraisal, after a reasonable exposure time on the open competitive market, from a

willing and reasonably knowledgeable seller to a willing and reasonably knowledgeable

buyer, with neither acting under any compulsion to buy or sell, giving due consideration

to all available economic uses of the property at the time of the appraisal.”

Contrary to USPAP Standards Rule 1-2(c), this definition of market value does

not call for the estimate of value to be linked to a specific exposure time estimate, but

merely that the property be exposed on the open market for a reasonable length of time,

given the character of the property and its market. Therefore, the appraiser’s estimate of

market value shall not be linked to a specific exposure time when conducting appraisals

for federal land acquisition purposes under these Standards. This is a Jurisdictional

exception.

Jurisdictional Exception 3

“An assignment condition established by applicable law or regulation, which

precludes an appraiser from complying with a part of USPAP.”

Fee Simple Estate 4

“Absolute ownership unencumbered by any other interest or estate, subject only to

the limitations imposed by the governmental powers of taxation, eminent domain, police

power, and escheat.”

2 Uniform Appraisal Standards of Federal Land Acquisitions (UASFLA) 2000, The Appraisal Institute, Washington, DC, 2000, p. A-9.
3 Uniform Standards of Professional Appraisal Practice (USPAP) 2012-2013 Edition, The Appraisal Foundation, Washington, DC, 2012, p. U-3.
4 The Dictionary of Real Estate Appraisal – Fifth Edition, Appraisal Institute, Chicago, IL, 2010, p. 78.
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Intended Use 5

“The manner in which the intended users expect to employ the information contained

in a report.”

Intended User 6

“1. The client and any other party as identified, by name or type, as users of the

appraisal, appraisal review, or appraisal consulting report by the appraiser on the basis of

communication with the client at the time of the assignment. (USPAP, 2010-2011 ed.)

2. A party who the appraiser intends will employ the information contained in a

report.”

Hypothetical Condition7

“A condition, directly related to a specific assignment, which is contrary to what is

known by the appraiser to exist on the effective date of the assignment results, but is used for

the purpose of analysis. Hypothetical conditions are contrary to known facts about physical,

legal or economic characteristics of the subject property; or about conditions external to the

property, such as market conditions or trend; or about the integrity of data used in an

analysis.”

“A hypothetical condition may be used in an assignment only if:

 use of the hypothetical condition is clearly required for legal purposes, for purposes of
reasonable analysis, or for purposes of comparison;

 use of the hypothetical condition results in a credible analysis; and

 the appraiser complies with the disclosure requirements set for in USPAP for
hypothetical conditions.”

5 The Dictionary of Real Estate Appraisal – Fifth Edition, Appraisal Institute, Chicago, IL, 2010, p. 102.

6 Ibid, pp. 102 & 103.
7 Uniform Appraisal Standards of Federal Land Acquisitions (UASFLA) 2000, The Appraisal Institute, Washington, DC, 2000, p. D-3.
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Extraordinary Assumption8

An extraordinary assumption is “An assumption, directly related to a specific

assignment, as of the effective date of the assignment results, which, if found to be false,

could alter the appraiser’s opinions or conclusions. Extraordinary assumptions presume as

fact otherwise uncertain information about physical, legal or economic characteristics of the

subject property; or about conditions external to the property such as market conditions or

trends; or about the integrity of data used in an analysis.”

“An extraordinary assumption may be used in an assignment only if:

 it is required to properly develop credible opinions and conclusions;

 the appraiser has a reasonable basis for the extraordinary assumption;

 use of the extraordinary assumption results in a credible analysis; and

 the appraiser complies with the disclosure requirements set forth in USPAP for
extraordinary assumptions.”

Development Rights9

Development rights generally refer to the maximum amount of floor area permissible

on a zoning lot. When the actual built floor area is less than the maximum permitted floor

area, the difference is referred to as “unused development rights.” Unused development

rights are often described as air rights.

Zoning Lot Merger10

The joining of two or more adjacent zoning lots into one new zoning lot. Unused

development rights may be shifted from one lot to another, as-of-right, only through a zoning

lot merger.

8 Uniform Appraisal Standards of Federal Land Acquisitions (UASFLA) 2000, The Appraisal Institute, Washington, DC, 2000, p. D-3.
9 New York City Department of Planning, Zoning and Land Use (ZOLA) website.
10 New York City Department of Planning, Zoning and Land Use (ZOLA) website.
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HYPOTHETICAL CONDITIONS, EXTRAORDINARY ASSUMPTIONS,
LIMITING CONDITIONS & JURISDICTIONAL EXCEPTION

The value estimate derived in this report is predicated upon the following hypothetical

conditions, extraordinary assumptions, limiting conditions and jurisdictional exceptions:

1. Lease - The subject property would be subject to a master ground lease from the City of
New York to Brooklyn Bridge Park Development Corporation dated July 29, 2010 and
from Brooklyn Bridge Park Development Corporation to Brooklyn Bridge Park. To
comply with the intended use of this appraisal the subject property is valued in fee
simple estate, free of leases (Hypothetical Condition).

2. General Project Plan (GPP) – The property is subject to the GPP that outlines the
requirements for the development of Brooklyn Bridge Park. The intended use of the
appraisal, however, requires that the GPP be hypothetically excluded from applying to
this parcel.

3. Environmental Conditions – The client of this appraisal report provided the Phase I
Environmental Site Assessment, prepared by AKRF, Inc., dated December 2003; and
the Phase II Environmental Site Assessment, prepared by AKRF, Inc., dated April
2005. These reports describe the soil, subsoil, ground water quality, asbestos and lead
conditions of the subject site. The reports state that there may be contamination issues
on the subject site, however, to what degree and cost is currently unknown. We are
unaware of any known adverse environmental conditions that will not be cured at the
current owner’s expense but inherited by the purchaser. Conversely, this appraisal is
subject to the extraordinary assumption that unknown conditions would be fully
remediated by the owner.

4. Washington Street Abandonment – The portion of this street proposed for abandonment
is hypothetically appraised as if free of all street right-of-way restrictions. This
abandonment does not include utility easement, if any.

5. To comply with Land and Water Conservation Fund (LWCF) regulations, this
valuation analysis is based on the hypothetical condition that the subject paint shed
building does not exist and this property is a vacant site available for development.

6. Reservation: New York City Department of Transportation retains a right of access to the
Manhattan Bridge.

7. Responsible ownership and competent property management are assumed.

8. The information furnished by others for the appraised property is believed to be
reliable.
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HYPOTHETICAL CONDITIONS, EXTRAORDINARY ASSUMPTIONS,
LIMITING CONDITIONS & JURISDICTIONAL EXCEPTION

(continued)

9. Our value conclusions were based on the assumption that the subject property will be
adequately maintained and professionally managed to sustain its competitiveness in the
marketplace.

10. Jurisdictional Exception - The Uniform Standard of Professional Appraisal Practice
(USPAP) as promulgated by the Appraisal Foundation, requires the appraiser to
analyze and state the exposure time for any definition of value that includes
exposure. The Uniform Appraisal Standards for Federal Land Acquisitions
(UASFLA) A-9 mandates that the appraiser not link the value to a specific exposure
time. To comply with USPAP, we are invoking a Jurisdictional exception.
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VALUATION DATE

The date of valuation is March 22, 2013, the date of inspection of the subject property.

PURPOSE OF THE APPRAISAL

The purpose of this self-contained appraisal is to estimate the market value of the fee

simple estate of the subject property, as of the stated valuation date, for use by NYC

Department of Citywide Administrative Services, New York State Office of Parks,

Recreation, and Historic Preservation and National Parks Service of the United States of

Interior.

INTENDED USE AND USERS OF THE APPRAISAL

The intended use of this appraisal is to assist the intended users in understanding the

value of the underlying asset, to determine if the market value of this replacement

property equals or exceeds in value another property proposed for conversion to a non-

recreation use, subject to the hypothetical conditions, extraordinary assumptions, limiting

conditions, and jurisdictional exception contained within the report. The intended users of

this appraisal are Charles R. Kamps and those persons authorized by NYC Department of

Citywide Administrative Services, New York State Office of Parks, Recreation, and

Historic Preservation and National Parks Service of the United States of Interior to utilize

this report.

IDENTIFICATION OF THE SUBJECT PROPERTY

The subject property is located along the north side of Plymouth Street, west of

Adams Street, and includes the majority of the Washington Street Roadbed that is north of

Plymouth Street in the DUMBO section of the Borough of Brooklyn, Kings County, New

York. The subject property contains frontage along the south side of the Brooklyn Bridge
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Park. The property is identified on the tax maps of Kings County as Block 7 adjacent and

west of Lot 21 and east of the Brooklyn Bridge Park (Washington Street Roadbed), Block 7,

p/o Lot 21 (Water Meter Testing Facility site) and Block 7, p/o Lot 1 (Paint Shed Facility

site).

SUBJECT PROPERTY OWNERSHIP HISTORY

According to published records, the subject property is currently owned by the City

of New York, with the Water Meter Testing Facility site and the DOT Paint Shed Facility site

currently under the jurisdiction of the Department of Environmental Protection (DEP). The

Washington Street Roadbed is a demapped street. We have been provided with information

that confirms that the subject Water Meter Testing Facility site and the DOT Paint Shed

Facility site were separately acquired and were under separate ownership as of 1964;

therefore, they are currently separate zoning lots. No other arm’s-length transfers of the

subject property have occurred within the past ten years. The subject property is known as

the “Washington Street Roadbed” site, the “Water Meter Testing Facility” site and the “DOT

Paint Shed Facility” site and is located adjacent to the Brooklyn Bridge Park project site, an

85-acre park that would stretch along 1.3± miles of waterfront area consisting of piers,

landscaped areas, ecological habitats, recreational facilities, a marina, commercial space, and

upland and water areas. It provides a scenic overlook as well as access to a public waterfront

plaza, several landmarked buildings and a public pier and esplanade. As part of the Brooklyn

Bridge Park project, the City of New York is currently seeking to “replace” the property into

a park use.

The property is subject to the GPP that outlines the requirements for the development

of Brooklyn Bridge Park. The intended use of the appraisal, however, requires that the GPP

be hypothetically excluded from applying to this parcel.
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SURVEY OF SUBJECT PROPERTY – REPLACEMENT PROPERTY
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SITE MAP OF BROOKLYN BRIDGE PARK
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AERIAL PHOTOGRAPH OF SUBJECT PROPERTY
(WASHINGTON STREET ROADBED)
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AERIAL PHOTOGRAPH OF SUBJECT PROPERTY
(WATER METER TESTING FACILITY)
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AERIAL PHOTOGRAPH OF SUBJECT PROPERTY
(DOT PAINT SHED SITE)

*Note: The subject DOT Paint Shed Site is located under the Manhattan Bridge
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EXTERIOR PHOTOGRAPHS OF REPLACEMENT PROPERTY11

Exterior Photo #1

View North Washington Street Roadbed in Background
and Water Meter Testing Facility Building to Right at Plymouth Street

Exterior Photo #2

View South of Washington Street Roadbed
and Water Meter Testing Facility Building from Brooklyn Bridge Park

11 Tonia Vailas and David Zucker took all interior and exterior photographs of the subject property on March 22, 2013, the effective
date of this appraisal report.
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Exterior Photo #3

View North along Washington Street Roadbed
and Water Meter Testing Facility Building from Plymouth Street at Right

Exterior Photo #4

View Southeast of Washington Street Roadbed
and Water Meter Testing Facility Building from Brooklyn Bridge Park
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Exterior Photo #5

View North of Washington Street Roadbed and
Water Meter Testing Facility from Plymouth Street

Exterior Photo #6

View South of Washington Street Roadbed and
Water Meter Testing Facility from Brooklyn Bridge Park
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Exterior Photo #7

View Northeast of Water Meter Testing Facility from Plymouth Street
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Exterior Photo #8

Views of DOT Paint Shed from Plymouth Street

Exterior Photo #9
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Exterior Photo #10

View of Eastern Portion of DOT Paint Shed

Exterior Photo #11

Rear View of DOT Paint Shed from Dog Walk of Brooklyn Bridge Park
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Exterior Photo #12

Street View West along Plymouth Street

Exterior Photo #13

Street View Looking East along Plymouth Street
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Exterior Photo #14

Street View South on Washington Street

Exterior Photo #15

View Northeast of Entrance to Brooklyn Bridge Park east of Main Street
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Exterior Photo #16

Street View North along Adams Street

Exterior Photo #17

Street View Looking South along Adams Street
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Exterior Photo #18

Street View South Under The Manhattan Bridge

Exterior Photo #19

Street View North Under The Manhattan Bridge
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Exterior Photo #20

View North of Entrance to Brooklyn Bridge Park east of Replacement Property

Exterior Photo #21

View North of Entrance to Brooklyn Bridge Park west of Replacement Property
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SCOPE OF THE APPRAISAL AND METHODS OF VALUATION

In appraising the subject property, the three traditional valuation methods were

considered: the cost, income capitalization and sales comparison approaches. In all three

valuation methods, local market data is sought, when appropriate, for sales and offerings of

similar improved properties and tracts of vacant land, current prices for construction

materials and labor, rentals of similar properties and their operating expenses and current

rates of return on investments. From this data, value estimates may be developed for the land

and the property as a whole.

Cost Approach

This approach assumes that an informed purchaser would pay no more for a property

than the cost of producing a similar investment. The approach entails estimating the value of

the land as if vacant, which is then added to the depreciated value of the improvements. This

is considered a valid indicator when a property is new and there are a sufficient number of

land sales. Market participants generally do not consider the cost to produce a similar asset

and given the age of the improvements, an estimate of accrued depreciation would be highly

subjective. Therefore, we have not utilized this approach herein.

Income Capitalization Approach

The income capitalization approach values the future benefits (in the form of steady

income) from an income-producing property by measuring the potential net income received.

This approach is significant in determining the market value of a property where investors

purchase the income-producing real estate for its earning power.

The income capitalization approach was used for our highest and best use analysis

purposes. This valuation analysis includes the larger parcel determination of the

Washington Street Roadbed, the Meter Testing Facility site and the DOT Paint Shed site

as if developed as part of the larger parcel. This valuation also includes the analysis of

each of the sites as if available for development separately and not part of the larger

parcel. The valuation of the subject property (larger parcel determination or
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determination as separate parcels) which results in the maximally productive use of the

subject property overall is the highest and best use of the subject property.

Under this approach, residual development models were created to arrive at a residual

value that results in the maximally productive highest and best use of the subject property

among the financially feasible uses.

Specifically estimated in the development models were the rental rates for the

financially feasible uses. A search of the immediate DUMBO submarket was conducted for

actual leases and offerings for the various uses considered under this approach. All of the

rents/offerings were verified as to terms and conditions with a knowledgeable party involved

in the transaction, New York City Department of Buildings and Department of Finance

records were researched, and a physical exterior inspection and photographs were taken of

the rents/offerings.

The direct operating expenses and carrying costs for all phases of the development

were also estimated based on market participants and competing properties. The rental

absorption periods will vary by use based on market expectations. The Marshall Valuation

Service Cost Manual was used to estimate the cost to construct the proposed improvements

under the various tested uses.

A vacancy and collection loss factor was estimated and subtracted from the annual

PGI estimate to derive the annual effective gross income (EGI). The expenses incurred in the

operation of the subject property were deducted from the EGI to arrive at an annual net

operating income.

We discounted the annual cash flows to a present value, with an estimated

reversionary value at the end of the projected holding period. The estimated property value

was the present value of the series of cash flows and the reversionary property value at the end

of the projected holding period less estimated disposition costs. To this value, we added the

present value of the tax savings, to arrive at the current value via the income capitalization

approach.
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The strength of the development model is that it incorporates investor criteria in terms

of time, money and level of risk. Municipal approvals and building construction were

projected and absorption was staggered as the space is completed. All of the comparable

rentals researched and analyzed were recent transactions or current offerings in the DUMBO

submarket. The rents were adjusted for such factors as market conditions, size and property

characteristics so they more accurately reflected the subject property. The concluded subject

property rents were applied in the models. Operating expenses were market-derived and have

been deemed reasonable. The Marshall Valuation Service Cost Manual was used to estimate

the cost to construct the proposed improvements. Lastly, market-derived residual

capitalization rates and discount rates were applied that reflect the risk and return required for

a project under each analysis. The weakness of the income capitalization residual model is

that it is highly sensitive and can fluctuate to extremes with changes in variables.

Sales Comparison Approach

The major premise of the sales comparison approach is the principle of substitution,

which states that an informed and knowledgeable purchaser would pay no more for a

property than the cost of acquiring an existing property of similar investment features. The

sales comparison approach was used herein to arrive at the value of the fee simple estate of

the subject property.

In the highest and best use analysis of the subject property as available under the

larger parcel determination, it is determined that the maximally productive and highest and

best use of the subject property is to retain separate zoning lots for the three subject sites.

Therefore, the sales comparison approach was used in estimating the market value of the fee

simple estate of the each of the subject sites as separate zoning lots.

Washington Street Roadbed and DOT Paint Shed

We have researched and analyzed recent transfers of industrial-zoned land sales

throughout the market area. All of the sales were verified as to terms and conditions with a

knowledgeable party involved in the transaction, New York City Department of Buildings
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and Department of Finance records were researched, the ACRIS website was search for sales

history of each, and a physical inspection and photographs were taken of the sales.

Quantitative and qualitative adjustments were made where appropriate. Each sale was

adjusted for essential differences between the sale and the subject sites, so that the adjusted

sale more closely resembled the subject sites. From the collection of adjusted sales, the

market value estimates were derived for the Washington Street Roadbed and the DOT Paint

Shed site.

Meter Testing Facility

The subject Meter Testing Facility is an industrial building. Several recent sales of

comparable industrial buildings situated in Brooklyn were researched, and the market-

sensitive elements of each sale were analyzed and compared to the subject property, based on

the sale price per square foot of GBA. All of the sales were verified as to terms and

conditions with a knowledgeable party involved in the transaction, New York City

Department of Buildings and Department of Finance records were researched, the ACRIS

website was searched for sales history of each, and a physical exterior inspection and

photographs were taken of the sales. Quantitative and qualitative adjustments were made

where appropriate. Each sale was adjusted for essential differences between the sale and the

subject, so that the adjusted sale more closely resembled the subject. From the collection of

adjusted sales, the market value estimate was derived for the Meter Testing Facility site.

Reconciliation

Finally, the value estimates derived under income capitalization and sales comparison

approaches were reconciled to the final indication of market value of the fee simple estate of

the subject property, predicated upon the hypothetical conditions, extraordinary

assumptions, limiting conditions and jurisdictional exception as defined within the body

of this report.
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AREA MAP
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AREA DESCRIPTION

Location

The subject property is located in the Borough of Brooklyn within the City of New

York. Brooklyn, also identified as Kings County, one of New York City’s five boroughs,

covers an area of 70.82 square miles, has a 33±-mile waterfront and is geographically part of

Long Island. The Borough of Brooklyn is bounded by the Borough of Queens to the north

and east, the Atlantic Ocean to the south and the East River and Upper New York Bay to the

west. Brooklyn consists of many residential neighborhoods. Downtown Brooklyn, Brooklyn

Heights, Cobble Hill, Red Hook, Park Slope, Carroll Gardens, Clinton Hill, Fort Greene,

Greenpoint, Williamsburg, Bushwick, Borough Park, Bay Ridge and the neighborhoods

surrounding Prospect Park, including Park Slope, Bedford-Stuyvesant and Wingate, have

become attractive to those seeking to reside in sound, restored and new housing at more

affordable rents than in Manhattan, but generally comparable with regard to urban amenities.

Population

Within a 500±-mile radius, Brooklyn has access to 50%± of the total population of

both the U.S. and Canada. The 2010 Census and 2012 Census Estimates ranks Brooklyn as

the most populous county in the City of New York.
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The 2012 Census estimate lists Brooklyn’s total population at 2,565,635, which

accounted for 31% of the population in New York City and 13% of the total population of

New York State. The following table presents a breakdown of the age distribution:

Kings County Population Statistics-US Census Data 12

The median age of residents in Kings County is 34.1 years, according to the 2010

U.S. Census Bureau estimate. The data shows that the borough has a lower average age

compared to the city as a whole. According to the 2011 U.S Census Bureau, there were an

estimated 1,001,2101 households in Brooklyn, or 12.3% of all New York City households.

The average household size is 2.68 persons.

Employment and Income

In 2010, the figures for employment by industry within Kings County were as follows:

12 Source: U.S. Census Bureau.
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Employment by Industry in Kings County 13

The above chart, published in the fall of 2011 by the Brooklyn Chamber of

Commerce, indirectly reflects one of the problems facing Brooklyn residents. The high

amount of employment in wholesale and retail trades, education, health & social services,

public administration and leisure & hospitality underscores a negative trend; the overall wide

spread between Brooklyn households between the well paying knowledge based industries

and the more numerous lower paying segments. In addition, current unemployment in the

borough is high; in December 2012 it was 9.5%.

13 Sources: http://factfinder2.census.gov/faces/tableservices/jsf/pages/productview.xhtml?pid=ACS_10_5YR_DP03
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Kings County
UNEMPLOYMENT RATE

Year January December

Annual

Average

2012 10.60% 9.50%

2011 10% 9.50% 9.70%

EMPLOYED

Year January December

Annual

Average

2012 998,800 1,022,000

2011 1,005,900 1,013,300 1,011,300

UNEMPLOYED

Year January December

Annual

Average

2012 118,900 107,900

2011 111,900 106,600 108,700

The September 2012 edition of the New York City Economic Development

Corporation’s ‘Economic Snapshot” noted that of the 114,900 net private sector jobs created

between 2009 and 2011, 59.1 percent were in Manhattan. In 2008, Manhattan had 61.6

percent of the City’s private sector jobs, so the increase was nearly proportional to the

market’s overall size. Brooklyn, however, created 27.2 percent of the jobs added in the City

over the period, which was well above its 2008 employment share (14.2 percent). The

remainder were added in Queens (8.8 percent) and the Bronx (5.2 percent), The almost

decade long advances, since 2002, are compared in the following NYCEDC graph:
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In the December 2012 issue of “Retail Pulse”, published by Eastern Consolidated,

estimated 2012 retail sales is estimated to be $18,171,997. It is the highest amount in the four

outer boroughs, though the general rate of growth since 2008 is at the lower end of the range

slightly higher than 15%, as seen in the following graph.

In one particular sector, Brooklyn also outdistances the other boroughs. As

neighborhood after neighborhood improves, the growth in Restaurants and Drinking places is

over 60%, as graphed below:

Household income distribution during 2010 adjusted for inflation was as follows:

Distribution of Brooklyn Households by Income 14

Under $25,000- $50,000- $75,000- $100,000- $150,000

$25,000 $34,999 $74,999 $99,999 $149,999 or More

31.2% 10.6% 16.4% 10.4% 10.5% 7.5%

The estimated median household income in Brooklyn during 2011 was $44,593.00.

This represents an increase of 3.3% in median household income from 2007 of $43,166.00.

That over 31.2% of Brooklyn’s households earn less than $25,000.00 demonstrates not only

14 Source: http://factfinder2.census.gov/faces/tableservices/jsf/pages/productview.xhtml?pid=ACS_10_5YR_DP03
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the income disparity within the borough but also the high demand for social services. The

income spread can be seen in the table below:

Current Brooklyn Household Wages-US Census: Data

Education

The New York City Department of Education is the largest system of public schools

in the United States. The largest school system in the United States serves about 1.1

million students.15 The department covers all five boroughs of New York City including

Brooklyn. It is the responsibility of each local school district in the system to develop

curricula based on NYS Learning Standards.

Higher education includes the City University of New York (CUNY) system

campuses of Brooklyn College, New York City of Technology, and Kingsborough

Community College is a junior college that was recently named one of the top ten

community colleges in the United States by the New York Times in 2007.

Private schools of higher learning include Brooklyn Law School, The Pratt Institute,

Saint Francis College, Saint Joseph's College, Boricua College in Williamsburg. SUNY

Downstate Medical Center, and Polytechnic University, which has merged with NYU, and is

now called Polytechnic Institute of NYU. The joint organization announced the development

of the new Media and Games Network at 2 Metrotech Center, which will offer advanced

degrees. Also, NYU previously announced plans to fully renovate the current MTA building

15 Source: http://schools.nyc.gov/Accountability/tools/report/default.htm#Citywide
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at 370 Jay Street and develop it into a research center to be known as “The Center for Urban

Science and Progress”. An estimated 1,613,215 people in Kings County are 25± years old,

and the education level of this population segment is estimated as follows:

Distribution of Population by Education Level 16

Graduate/

Less than Some High School Some Associate Bachelor Professional

9th Grade High School Graduate (or equivalent) College Degree Degree Degree

11.2% 11.0% 28.8% 13.8% 6.4% 18.0% 10.8%

Real Estate –Land Use

Reviewing the land use statistics reveals that Brooklyn has a significant amount of

open/recreational space, largely comprised of Prospect, Dyker Beach and Marine Parks as

well as Floyd Bennet Field and Fountain Avenue. Brooklyn is primarily developed,

however, with residential neighborhoods comprised of many one- and two-family residences

and a lesser number of walk-up, elevator-serviced apartment buildings and mixed-use

apartment buildings. The area housing stock ranges in age from 30± to 80± years and is

generally well occupied, and most buildings appear to be adequately maintained.

The following table summarizes the mix of land uses found throughout Kings County

as of 2011, as listed on the following page:

16 Source: http://factfinder2.census.gov/faces/tableservices/jsf/pages/productview.xhtml?pid=ACS_10_5YR_DP02
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2011 Land Use Profile – Kings County17

Land Use

Lot Area (Sq. Ft. Percent of Total

Borough

1- to 2-Family Residential 378,415.3 22.7%

Multi-Family Residential 274,616.3 16.5%

Mixed Residential/Commercial 63,836.4 3.8%

Commercial/Office 56,094.5 3.4%

Industrial/Manufacturing 79,175.0 4.8%

Transportation/Utilities 50,427.5 3.0%

Public Facilities/Institutions 99,460.9 6.0%

Open Space/Recreation 573,901.4 34.4%

Parking Facilities 25,917.0 1.6%

Vacant Land 51,856..3 3.1%

Miscellaneous 12.494.5 0.7%

Total 1,666,195.2 100.0%

Source: New York City Department of City Planning 2012

Real Estate – Residential

Kings County serves as a bedroom community to the employment centers of

Downtown Brooklyn and Manhattan. As noted previously, as of 2011, approximately 39.2%

of the land in Kings County is residentially developed, 3.8% contains mixed uses, 8.2% is

utilized for commercial and industrial facilities and 3.1% is vacant.

According to the 2010 U.S. Census Bureau, there are a total of 986,482 year-round

housing units in the Borough of Brooklyn, of which 91.6% are occupied and 8.4% are

vacant.

The Brooklyn neighborhoods of Williamsburg and Greenpoint have undergone a

program of rezoning of the previously manufacturing-zoned waterfront land in order to

promote large-scale residential developments. Many of the former industrial buildings along

Kent Avenue and West Street in Brooklyn, with waterfront views of Manhattan, have been

sold to promote residential development. The City of New York has also rezoned many

areas in the Red Hook and Bushwick sections of Brooklyn to promote residential and

commercial uses, where once only manufacturing uses were permitted. Evidence to this

17 Source: http://www.nyc.gov/html/dcp/pdf/landusefacts/landuse_tables.pdf
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trend includes the construction of many new residential condominium units and the

conversion of former industrial/warehouse buildings into residential condominium buildings.

New York Magazine wrote on January 17, 2013 that Brooklyn experienced a boom

in construction a decade ago when people began looking for housing to purchase in Brooklyn

rather than Manhattan. “However, after the financial meltdown, funding for projects dried up

and banks tightened lending practices. Developers hit the pause button or turned their

projects into rentals.” Home ownership in Brooklyn between in the 2007-2011 period was

only 29.9% as compared to 54.8% for the city as a whole (US Census data). The decline of

interest rates on long term debt led to a change in the demand side of the market.

The current growth in population and the decline in inventory has led to an official

housing vacancy rate of 3.12% for Brooklyn. In a March 12, 2013 post in the Brooklyn

Brownstoner, citing the current Brooklyn construction boom, which still consists of more

rentals than condominiums, David Maundrell of aptsandlofts.com brokerage said. “Each

building (of five separate openings his firm represented) has had no less than 250 people

attend the opening night. Every building has sold out. For the most part, they were sold

out within 24 hours of opening.” Even all-cash buyers have to offer above the asking

price to secure a deal. It must be noted that these openings were about 30 units or less.

The current construction includes larger projects as seen in the charts published in

Real Deal, at the end of this section. Demand for all housing has resulted in increases for

all sectors in 2012, as seen in the fourth quarter Prudential Douglas Elliman report:
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However, the 2012 Housing Supply Report by the Rent Guidelines Board shows that

applications for 3,946 units to be built under the 421-a Exemption program, 11,007 units
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began receiving 421-a benefits in 2011, and a total of 10,508 units total began receiving such

benefits in 2009-10. The 421-A program insures only a percentage of these units include

lower income housing. In general, the demand for affordable housing is much higher than the

supply.

Real Estate − Retail

According to the CoStar Retail Report – New York Outer Boroughs Retail Market,

Fourth Quarter 2012, Kings County had an inventory of 71.140± million square feet of retail

space within 10,948± single- and multi-story retail buildings as of the end of fourth quarter

2012. During this time period, 3.164± million square feet of space was vacant, reflecting a

reported vacancy rate for the Brooklyn retail market of 4.5%.

Atlantic Yards is one of the most important retail developments in the history of

Brooklyn. It also serves as the location of the new 18,000 seat Barclay Center. The retail

space in the new Atlantic Center is full and includes national retailers which now

complements the adjoining Atlantic Center Mall. The combined space totals 1 Million square

feet.

The Red Hook section of Brooklyn is also undergoing major retail influx with the

development of large box stores including Ikea , Fairway Supermarkets, and a new Whole

Foods Market that is currently under construction. Much of the waterfront districts besides

Red Hook have been rezoned to accommodate high density residential and commercial uses

and strict guidelines calling for developers to create a continuous two-mile-long string of

waterfront esplanades.

Forest City Ratner Companies wants to expand a shopping strip where a Toys ’R’

Us currently sits between Kings Plaza and the Gil Hodges Memorial Bridge to

accommodate up to three more stores, more parking and 15 acres of parkland. The two-

story retail complex on Gravesend Bay adjacent to the Belt Parkway will feature BJ’s

Wholesale Club, who will lease and develop the entire 214,000 square foot three level
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center, plus a 690-space parking garage and a 103,000 square foot public waterfront

esplanade.

The City initiated commercial revitalization programs, particularly in the Flatbush

and Downtown Brooklyn major shopping areas. One of the results is that now the downtown

Fulton Mall is able to obtain some of the highest retail rents in Brooklyn.

Real Estate – Industrial

According to the CoStar Industrial Report – New York Outer Boroughs Industrial

Market, Year End 2012, Kings County had an inventory of 90,627± million square feet of

industrial space. Warehouse buildings comprise 96.0% of the Brooklyn industrial market.

During this time period, 6.1% of the space was vacant.

Although employment in the manufacturing sector has declined, the transformation of

the Brooklyn Navy Yard, north of Fort Greene, and the 2,000,000±-square-foot Brooklyn

Army Terminal, west of Sunset Park, has saved thousands of manufacturing jobs. The

Brooklyn Navy Yard boasts a number of start-up companies that have the potential of

expanding and adding jobs. In March 2013, it was announced that the largest vacant building,

the one-million square foot Building 77, will be undergoing a $60 Million renovation. A Pratt

study in 2011 showed that the Navy Yard which currently sustains 10,000 jobs, adds $2

Billion to the local economy.

In an attempt to retain the industrial waterfront of Sunset Park in Brooklyn, the City

of New York has designated the westerly portion of Sunset Park, including the Army

Terminal, as a Significant Maritime and Industrial Area (SMIA). According to the New

York City Department of City Planning, most of the SMIAs have the site conditions

necessary to support the development and expansion of rail freight facilities and intermodal

freight movement, in addition to other working waterfront uses.

The Greenpoint and Design Center has converted four older industrial buildings

which now house 110 businesses which have 500 employees.
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Statistics do not fully show the change that Brooklyn has experienced in the last few

decades. Joseph Berger summarized the new Brooklyn in an August 7, 2012 New York

times article, which noted:

“This is the face of manufacturing in 2012 Brooklyn. The big industrial

behemoths that until the 1960s once made Brooklyn a rival to Chicago’s image

have found (other) locations. But in a shift … Brooklyn is increasingly retaining

some of its remaining industrial spaces for small-scale, small-batch

manufacturing. A surge of young entrepreneurs eager to produce $7 chocolate

bars made from hand-roasted and hand-ground cocoa, or build theater and movie

sets or fashion high-end furniture for a connoisseur’s market find the smaller

spaces carved out of these old factories precisely what they have been looking

for. Often the rents are affordable and the entrepreneurs can commute to work by

bicycle. Such businesses also operate in New York because it has a wealth of the

skilled employees they need for idiosyncratic operations that often find their

customer bases within the city’s borders”

As these companies desire to expand, and capital investment in the business becomes

important, rising Brooklyn industrial rental levels are becoming a concern for some older

businesses. However, tech companies have a growing attraction to Brooklyn.

Real Estate − Office

Downtown Brooklyn is King County’s largest office market. Additional office

submarkets also exist; however, they largely consist of medical office space proximate to area

hospitals. According to The CoStar Office Report – New York Outer Boroughs Office Market,

Year End 2012, Kings County has an inventory of 40± million square feet of office space

within 1,456 buildings as of fourth quarter 2012. Class C office space comprises 32.5% of

Brooklyn’s office building stock. During this time period, the vacancy rate was 6.4%. The

Metropolitan Technology Center, known as MetroTech, is a $1-billion, state-of-the-art

commercial, academic and high-technology office complex located on ten square blocks, in a

16.0±-acre urban renewal site in Downtown Brooklyn. The complex includes the

construction of eight new and three renovated buildings totaling more than five million

square feet. The new university media center will hopefully attract tenants to the adjacent
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offices, but as Lauro Kusisto, in her Wall Street Journal March 19, 2013 article stated, “…it’s

corporate office towers have proven a tougher sell to startups accustomed to Dumbo lofts.”

Transportation

Although the Borough has over 54 million square feet of commercial office space,

most of Brooklyn’s residents work in Manhattan. Easy access to Manhattan via subway, bus,

bridge and tunnel makes Brooklyn a convenient place to live.

The Atlantic Terminal, the East New York station and Nostrand Avenue station are

the three major commuter stations in King County for the Long Island Rail Road (LIRR). The

Atlantic Terminal provides train service to Queens and throughout Long Island from

Brooklyn. The LIRR provides many Long Islanders with access to downtown New York City

via Brooklyn.

There are 18 different subway lines extending throughout Brooklyn to lower

Manhattan. The United States Census 2010 reported that an estimated 60.5% of workers in

Brooklyn commute via public transit. In addition to travel via subway, bus or train, the

borough is accessible via the Brooklyn Battery Tunnel, Brooklyn-Queens Expressway,

Prospect Expressway, Belt Parkway, Jackie Robinson Parkway (f/k/a Interboro Parkway) and

New York State Route 27. The Borough of Brooklyn connects to the borough of Queens over

waterways via the Kosciuszko, Pulaski, Greenpoint Avenue, and the Marine Parkway Bridges.

Brooklyn is also connected to Manhattan by the Brooklyn, Manhattan, and Williamsburg

Bridges. The Verrazano-Narrows Bridges links Brooklyn with the borough of Staten Island.

Brooklyn is in proximity of Kennedy International and LaGuardia Airports in Queens

and Newark International Airport in Newark, New Jersey.

The Borough’s commercial dockside facilities handle more than 900 ships each year.

The New York Cross Harbor Railroad makes it possible for a platform with tracks pulled by

tugboats, carrying 14 to 16 boxcars, to travel 2.5 miles across New York Bay to Brooklyn’s

Bush Terminal in 35 minutes. The South Brooklyn Railway provides one track connection

between NYC Subway and the rest of the American rail network.
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Amenities

The Borough has 180 cultural institutions, including the fifth largest botanical garden

and fifth largest museum in the world, and is home to 11 colleges and a variety of sports

venues.

The Brooklyn Museum, which originally opened in 1897, is among the world’s

premier art institutions and the nation’s second largest public art museum. The Brooklyn

Children's Museum, the world’s first museum dedicated to children, opened in December

1899. The Brooklyn Academy of Music (BAM), an internationally known venue, is a

complex including the 2,109-seat Howard Gilman Opera House, the 874-seat Harvey

Lichtenstein Theater and the art house BAM Rose Cinemas. Bargemusic and St. Ann's

Warehouse, two other venerated performance venues, are situated in the DUMBO arts

district. Founded in 1863, the Brooklyn Historical Society (BHS) is a museum, library and

educational center dedicated to preserving and encouraging the study of Brooklyn’s rich 400-

year past. The BRIC Rotunda Gallery, founded in 1981, is the oldest not-for-profit gallery

dedicated to presenting contemporary artwork by artists who are from, live or work in the

borough.

The New York Transit Museum displays historical artifacts of the New York

subway, commuter rail and bus systems; it is located in the former IND Court Street subway

station in Brooklyn Heights. The 52.0±-acre Brooklyn Botanical Gardens includes a cherry

tree esplanade, a one-acre rose garden, a Japanese hill and pond garden and a fragrance

garden for the blind, as well as gardens and discovery exhibits for children.

With regard to sports, there has been a growing renaissance as the Brooklyn Nets

recently opened in the new Barclays Center, soon to be joined no later than 2015 by the

Islanders professional hockey team. The borough is also home to minor league teams in

professional baseball, soccer, and hockey.
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Health facilities include Brooklyn State, Coney Island, Greenpoint, Maimonides,

Brookdale and Methodist Hospitals, Kingsbrook Jewish Medical Center and numerous

smaller private medical centers.

Conclusion

The City of New York has rezoned many areas in Brooklyn, allowing entrepreneurs

to develop new housing and commercial projects. Although there was a lag in construction

during the recent downturn with many partly or recently completed residential

condominiums being converted to rental properties, the recently improved economy has led

to numerous new projects throughout the borough. The overall economic factors including a

strong, well-educated work force, diversity in housing stock, the availability of industrial and

commercial space and a location proximate to Manhattan. With approximately 60% of the

working population of Brooklyn employed outside the borough, other-borough and regional

trends affect Kings County as well. Although a significant amount of improvement is

occurring with private and public investments, the depressed areas are not expected to

improve for some time, particularly due to the depletion of available public funds and more

recently in light of the current financial credit crises. Though the wide disparity between

income groups remains, the current growth factors are above average and are attracting

higher income households to many neighborhoods. As previously discussed, a list of current

construction projects follows this area description.
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LOCAL AREA MAP
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LOCAL AREA DESCRIPTION

The subject property is located in the Dumbo neighborhood of Brooklyn, which is

bordered by the East River in the north, Vinegar Hill and The Brooklyn Navy Yard in the east,

Downtown Brooklyn and Fort Greene in the south, and Brooklyn Heights and the East River in

the west.

Prior to 1978, the area was actually a part of Downtown Brooklyn known as the Two

Bridges neighborhood. The area became known as DUMBO in 1978 when this historic two

century-old manufacturing and warehouse district was inhabited by a mix of the long time local

blue collar residents, local artists and pioneering white collar residents. This was the time in

New York City history when lofts were raw industrial spaces which were minimally renovated

and converted legally or illegally to living space. To keep the area as a mixed industrial and

artist loft neighborhood, the anti-marketing name of DUMBO was selected by the residents to

make the neighborhood sound silly and unattractive to outsiders. In Yuyu Chen’s history of

Dumbo, the beginning of the modern Dumbo accelerated when David Walentas, the founder

and principal of Two Trees Management Co. LLC (Two Trees) decided to buy two million

square feet in 1980s, at a price of about $6.00 a square foot. Two Trees, who owns a majority

of property in DUMBO, has converted some of old factories and warehouses into modern

offices, luxurious condos and lofts. The neighborhood’s spectacular views, the large spaces and

favorable rental rates have drawn hoards of young entrepreneurs and artists. Lofts became fully

renovated legal luxury residences if they were maintained as lofts, and others have been

demolished for high rise apartments when the zoning allowed it. The acronym DUMBO did

not work as intended, as today it reflects an increasingly upscale image, though there is still a

mix of residents. For purposes of this report, unless a direct quote or formal title is cited, we

will use the common name Dumbo without the acronym’s capital letters.

Much of the area is now comprised of two historic districts, The ‘DUMBO Historic

District’ and The ‘Fulton Ferry District’. However, the subject property is located just outside

of the boundaries for both of these districts. The maps of these districts are displayed on the

following page:
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Historic Fulton Ferry District

DUMBO Historic District
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The Brooklyn Bridge Park fronts along the open areas of Dumbo’s waterfront. The

park is becoming a major New York recreational area and tourist attraction.

Dumbo is actually one of several northwestern Brooklyn neighborhoods when,

considered as a whole, comprise an identifiable economic district that has experienced a high

rate of growth in the last twenty years. As aggregated data may differ in availability, we will

sometimes use different names to identify the larger economic neighborhood which is

comprised of the three contiguous core neighborhoods of Downtown Brooklyn, Dumbo-

Vinegar Hill, and Brooklyn Heights, plus the communities located adjacent to these

neighborhoods. This economic area is also known as greater Downtown Brooklyn,

northwestern Brooklyn, western brownstone Brooklyn, etc. Each name connotes somewhat

different boundaries of the communities adjacent to the core neighborhoods, though the

differences do not affect this general analysis.

The trendy blog misleadingly entitled “Not for Tourists,” describes the central core

neighborhoods, which includes the small neighborhood of Vinegar Hill, discussed separately

in the blog. Following is a summary of their description of the immediate district:

“DUMBO features killer views of downtown Manhattan from both its state park
(Empire-Fulton Ferry) and city park (Brooklyn Bridge Park), and its housing
(converted lofts, many with exquisite city views) is expensive. Retail in
DUMBO, while growing, is still limited, and many shops close early, not
including those that close for the season in the park). As DUMBO truly only has
one subway stop (the York Street F), it can get a little desolate, especially late at
night. DUMBO, easily distances itself from both The Heights and Downtown by
being a warehouse-turned-artist-studio-turned-expensive-condo community.
Brooklyn Heights is an expensive residential district as one of the most sublimely
beautiful neighborhoods with some of the city's oldest brownstones and
clapboard homes, and jaw-dropping city views along its Promenade. There are
two retail strips on Montague and Henry Streets. Downtown Brooklyn is the
borough's central nervous system, and features several courthouses, Brooklyn's
Borough Hall, Metrotech Center (encompassing the New York City College of
Technology, a large Marriott hotel, Polytechnic University), Brooklyn Law
School, the Fulton Street Mall, a warren of subways that can take you to any
other point in New York City.”

The quote about the F-Train was left in because, as of the date of the appraisal, there is

a rising trend of residential and retail life “emerging eastwards” towards Jay Street due to

ongoing development, though there is still a long way to go for the most eastern blocks
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adjacent to Jay Street. The blog also mentions the noise levels under the Manhattan Bridge in

particular, which can reach 80 to 96 decibels. However, the current population appears to have

adapted to this situation.

One description showing the individual communities in the greater Downtown area

are included in the chart on the following page, as produced by the Downtown Development

Corp.:

Greater Downtown Brooklyn

To consider the income, and therefore purchasing power of the area, we have

considered US Census data derived from the immediate and adjoining zip code districts used

by the US Census. This data includes neighborhoods not included in the above illustration,

such as the Atlantic Yards neighborhood and the Gowanus and Red Hook neighborhoods, but

selected ZIP data excludes some portions of 11238 and 11215 that could be included, but were

left out here because of the overall large area covered by the data.
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In general, the selected data gives a fair description of the income profile of the

subject’s Brooklyn northwestern district. The following map delineates the area considered

(the street names are the boundaries) and it is followed on the next page by the chart of the

household income ranges:

Immediate Brooklyn Market Area By ZIP Code
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Household Income-Subject’s Core Brooklyn Market

Subject
ZCTA5 11201 ZCTA5 11205 ZCTA5 11217 ZCTA5 11231

Estimate Percent Estimate Percent Estimate Percent Estimate Percent

INCOME AND BENEFITS (IN 2011

INFLATION-ADJUSTED

DOLLARS)

Total households 23,254 23,254 14,033 14,033 16,871 16,871 15,281 15,281

Less than $10,000 1,656 7.10% 2,131 15.20% 1,405 8.30% 1,339 8.80%

$10,000 to $14,999 706 3.00% 1,017 7.20% 775 4.60% 1,072 7.00%

$15,000 to $24,999 1,328 5.70% 1,740 12.40% 1,272 7.50% 1,023 6.70%

$25,000 to $34,999 1,046 4.50% 1,273 9.10% 1,256 7.40% 954 6.20%

$35,000 to $49,999 1,829 7.90% 1,382 9.80% 1,426 8.50% 1,196 7.80%

$50,000 to $74,999 3,156 13.60% 2,082 14.80% 2,337 13.90% 2,289 15.00%

$75,000 to $99,999 2,929 12.60% 1,255 8.90% 1,699 10.10% 1,711 11.20%

$100,000 to $149,999 3,410 14.70% 1,741 12.40% 2,617 15.50% 2,621 17.20%

$150,000 to $199,999 2,219 9.50% 640 4.60% 1,531 9.10% 1,243 8.10%

$200,000 or more 4,975 21.40% 772 5.50% 2,553 15.10% 1,833 12.00%

Median household income (dollars) 91,764 (X) 42,760 (X) 74,518 (X) 71,895 (X)

Mean household income (dollars) 155,523 (X) 66,807 (X) 111,074 (X) 101,734 (X)

As the median Brooklyn household income is $44,593.00 and the mean is $64,845.00,

the above table shows the selected ZIP code districts, on the aggregate, is above average

compared to Brooklyn as a whole. The one district analyzed on its own that is similar to the

Borough is the neighborhood adjacent to the Navy Yard, which is still primarily a blue collar

neighborhood, although there are recent signs of gentrification.

The prospective purchasing power in the central Downtown area, including Dumbo in

the north, is also summarized below by the Downtown Development Corp., including the

aggregate amount of retail space and average retail rents for stores serving the area:
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Greater Downtown Demographic & Retail Data

To complete this description of the economic potential of Dumbo we have to add an as

yet unnamed contiguous area that is just as important to Dumbo as the other neighborhoods,

which is Lower Manhattan. The difficulty of properly profiling the Manhattan area that is
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considered to be “contiguous” to Brooklyn, is that the typical limited published data does not

fully describe the real size of the population that is opposite the East River from Dumbo.

For example, the following quote from the May 16, 2012 edition of Real Estate

Weekly, that ” Lower Manhattan’s residential population has nearly doubled since 2003,

according to the Downtown Alliance, and annual household income is $188,000”, while

impressive, is misleading as it only considers the 57,000 residents below Chambers

Street, which is a boundary that only goes to a portion of the neighborhoods adjacent to

The Brooklyn Bridge. In addition, neighborhoods north of the Brooklyn Bridge,

particularly with direct access to the Manhattan Bridge, must also be added. Overall,

Lower Manhattan is geographically similar to other contiguous neighborhoods in Brooklyn

particularly when the network of subway, bus, water taxi, and automobile, pedestrian, and

bike access via the Brooklyn and Manhattan Bridges is considered. The Brooklyn Borough

president’s 2011 strategic report noted the importance of this relationship, by noting:

“As lower Manhattan becomes more residential… So we’ve been expanding
what we call our ―cultural corridor (between Brooklyn and Manhattan). To 
ensure that in the days ahead, residents of Downtown Manhattan will
increasingly come to Downtown Brooklyn to experience the arts, recreation,
sports and entertainment options all along the arteries extending from DUMBO
and Brooklyn Bridge Park to Fort Greene and the area surrounding Atlantic
Yards. Through many mechanisms such as zoning, capital funding and
advocacy, we have already been a driving force in its creation… We count
among our successes Brooklyn Bridge Park itself, which is to the 21st century
what Prospect Park was to the 19th, and remains to this day.”

There is one last variable not associated with neighborhoods that has to be added

to fully complete the scope of Dumbo’s full economic potential. We could not discover

an economic survey from Brooklyn agencies that were contacted, but any visit to Dumbo

will find many American and foreign visitors who potentially may add to the coffers of

local businesses.

The influence of all of the these factors discussed is often mentioned in the local

blogs in discussing the influence of visitors from outside the immediate Dumbo
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neighborhood, as there are frequent complaints of too many stores catering to non-

Dumbo residents rather than filling the local population’s needs.

Transportation: Subway Access

The concentration of subways in particular is a factor benefiting Dumbo, as viewed

the section of the MTA map included below:

Subway Map With Best Access Marked

The red boxes are the three closest subway stations, including the closest station to the

subject property, the F trains’ station at Jay Street, which is also a major link to Queens. The

green box for the linked Court Street and Borough Hall stations is an important secondary

station complex because of the diverse neighborhoods serviced by these subways. Along with

the buses, the bridges, the water taxi, and the LIRR station at Atlantic Station for special

events, the transportation network is one of the most important locational attributes. In

particular, as competition grows in Williamsburg and Long Island City, as the waterfront

projects in these districts continue to expand, the future reliance on the superior local

transportation network to attract outside visitors to Dumbo will grow in importance.
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Real Estate Trends

The one negative note is that all of the subway stations are outside of Dumbo, which

results in less pedestrian traffic at night within the outer sections of the community that

currently do not have high concentrations of residences and the year round amenities that are

conducive to families being out in the evening. However, the ongoing residential

development, particularly east of the Brooklyn Bridge, may change this in the near future.

Projects such as the 120 unit conversion of the industrial loft building at 30 Washington Street,

the construction of approximately 400 apartments at 60 Water Street, opposite the Empire

Stores Warehouse, the proposed waterfront apartment building with up to 130 units at John

Street, the approved Pier One 550,000± square foot mixed-use complex containing 159

apartments, a 200 room hotel 16,000 square feet of restaurant space plus 16,000 square feet of

banquet space, additional commercial space, and, as with the other new buildings, a large

garage. Also, the massive vacant 3.1± acre site at 85 Jay Street, owned by Jehovah’s

Witnesses, already approved for 1,000 residential units, may be sold within the year, unless

the current owner decides to again go ahead with the construction project which was

previously halted by the 2008 financial crises. These and other projects, including One

Brooklyn Bridge Park which has sold 317 units, bringing the condo building to 80

percent sold and the sold out 205 Water Street condominium, for example, will change the

residential character of northern Dumbo. Including smaller developments but not including 85

Jay Street, 700 to about 800 residential units will be built in this area. If 85 Jay Street is

developed as a residential site, the number of homes may more than double, although design

plans for some projects may have to be altered after the experience of the damages caused by

the Superstorm. The future impact of increased flood insurance in the area is unknown,

although the impact for large residential projects may be less than smaller properties.

Dumbo has been growing at an above average pace compared to the typical New York

neighborhood. The population as of 2010 of 3,604 persons represents an increase of 218%

since 2000. Current projects expected to be completed within a similar period in the future
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have the potential to increase the population 30% to 50%± above the 2010 population. The

neighborhood has had an active real estate market. For the past twenty years there has been a

great deal of turnover in northwestern Brooklyn as gentrification and new construction have

been ongoing trends, despite several interruptions due to economic downturns. The first map

shows all 2012 building sales in Brooklyn, including commercial and residential, with the blue

circle indicating that the subject is in one of New York’s most active neighborhoods:

Ariel Property Advisor’s Density Map
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Prices for new condominiums in Dumbo and Boerum Hill have reached levels that

now place them among the ten most expensive neighborhoods in New York City. The next

map shows the change in all residential properties’ market values in the last nine years in

Brooklyn:

Property Shark’s Gentrification Map 2004-2012

Cumulative sales data is listed on the following illustration:
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Corcoran’s 2012 4th Quarter Brooklyn Residential Report
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According to the MNS Real Impact Real Estate Brooklyn New Development Report

first quarter 2013, the following were the findings for the Brooklyn and DUMBO residential

condominium market.
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Apartment rentals have kept pace with this growth too, with some rents exceeding

comparable properties in Manhattan:

MNS Rental Survey January 2013
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According to the MNS Real Impact Real Estate Brooklyn Rental Market Report April

2013, the following were the findings for the Brooklyn and DUMBO residential rental market.
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The current residential trends also reflect the growing interest by entrepreneurs and

‘techies’, a highly documented trend, partly mentioned in the area description, who now have

neighborhood-wide free Wi-Fi, and the growing interest of families in the area, since Dumbo

has now become known as a place to raise a family.

Retail real estate is evolving as Dumbo grows. According to the March 12th, 2012

Dumbo Brooklyn Commercial Report, reported by Chris Havens, local retail space consists

of:

“One hundred and twenty-nine storefronts currently utilized as retail, restaurant,
office and studio space comprise the area market, totaling 316,474 sq. ft. Four
distinct mini sub-markets outline what is now called DUMBO: Fulton
Landing/Old Fulton Street; Between the Bridges/Central DUMBO; DUMBO east
of the Manhattan Bridge (John to York, Jay to Pearl); Vinegar Hill (east of Jay to
Hudson Avenue/Navy Yard overlook). Spaces range from 50 sq. ft. to 6,000 sq.
ft., which most availability above 3,000 sq. ft. Demand for stores under 1,000 sq.
ft. exceeds supply by a wide margin. Yet larger sizes languish. Bars, food
tenants, restaurants home goods and apparel comprise much of the demand.
DUMBO nightlife is growing, with the addition of Rebar, the expansion of 68
Jay bar and increased tourist traffic. However, the area doesn’t yet compare to
Smith Street or 5th Avenue in Brooklyn. That being said, the area hosts a soon to
be famous pizza block bounded by Old Fulton, Front, Dock and Water boasting
Ignazio’s, Grimaldi and soon to be Julianna’s.”

The following is the CoStar rental data for the Dumbo retail rental market:

Retail Vacancy & Rental Report
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The data is not relied on as it appears that one or more owners do not cooperate

with CoStar. Also, based on our review of the records, it appears that any sales identified

as retail had a residential component. There is no ongoing sales market for retail

properties in Dumbo in recent years, in part due to most of the retail spaces are located in

the grade level space of mixed-use properties.

Office trends have been steady in the area due to the availability of the renovated

lofts within Dumbo. Below is a CoStar report on the office market:

Office Vacancy & Rental Report

As partly discussed in the area description, Dumbo office space is desirable for

small media and tech companies, although overall, there is a wide range of businesses

leasing Dumbo office space. Many of the local commercial blogs attest to the difficulty

of companies finding available space of 5,000± square feet to lease, as the current 2%

vacancy rate evidences. There have been no sales of office properties in the last few

years.
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Lastly, the typical Dumbo industrial market cannot be fully described, since the

available data includes misleading information. About one million of the ‘existing’

rentable data is the Con Edison plant in Vinegar Hill and the Jehovah Witness’s

warehouse, which is not yet on the market. There are also properties that are being or

may be renovated to residential use, such the 230,000 square foot 192 Front Street

building, as well as industrial lofts used for a mix of commercial uses rather than typical

manufacturing use. We did not consider the local industrial data to be reliable. Also, there

have been no sales of industrial buildings in Dumbo in the past few years. One garage in

the area, which may have been a sale, is a development site for ‘townhouse’ designed

apartments.

Conclusion

The pending developments of newer space in Dumbo’s existing and new buildings is

garnering attention. As the park continues to grow attracting new customers, along with the

growth of the local population, the generally positive outlook by residents and businesses in

the area is very positive. Economic strength is expected to continue to improve in Dumbo as

well northwestern Brooklyn as a whole, which in turn, as the local blogs attest, leads to more

demand for local goods and services.
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PROPERTY DESCRIPTION

SITE CHARACTERISTICS

Total Land Area: Replacement Property
Washington Street Roadbed: 11,170± sq. ft. (0.26± acres)
Water Meter Testing Facility: 10,860± sq. ft. (0.25± acres)
DOT Paint Shed Facility: 15,587± sq. ft. (0.36± acres)
Total Land Area: 37,617± sq. ft. (0.86± acres)

Location/Access/Visibility: The subject property contains street frontage along the north side of
Plymouth Street. In addition, the subject property contains frontage along
the western boundary of Washington Street, as well as the south side of
the Brooklyn Bridge Park

Replacement Property Frontage
243.72± feet along the north side of Plymouth Street
147.52± feet along the western boundary of Washington Street

Washington Street Roadbed Site
31.04± feet along the north side of Plymouth Street (maximum actual
width of 60± feet along northern boundary of Washington Street)
147.52± feet along the western boundary of Washington Street
200± feet along the east side of Washington Street

Water Meter Testing Facility Site
102.25± feet along the north side of Plymouth Street
200± feet along the east side of Washington Street

DOT Paint Shed Facility Site
110.43± feet along the north side of Plymouth Street

The subject property has superior views of the Brooklyn Bridge,
Manhattan Bridge, the East River and the Manhattan Skyline.

Topography/Soil Conditions: The client of this appraisal report provided the Phase I Environmental Site
Assessment, prepared by AKRF, Inc., dated December 2003; and the Phase
II Environmental Site Assessment, prepared by AKRF, Inc., dated April
2005. These reports describe the soil, subsoil, ground water quality,
asbestos and lead conditions of the subject site. The reports state that there
may be contamination issues on the subject site, however, to what degree
and cost is currently unknown. We are unaware of any known adverse
environmental conditions that will not be cured at the current owner’s
expense but inherited by the purchaser. Conversely, this appraisal is
subject to the extraordinary assumption that unknown conditions would be
fully remediated by the owner.

Utilities: Utilities are available from Plymouth Street, which include public water
and sanitary sewer, electric, gas, telephone and cable television.
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Flood Zone: The subject property is in the FEMA Post-Hurricane Sandy Advisory Base
Flood Elevation Map 407317, which:

“…has been developed to show “The land area covered by the floodwaters
of the base flood is the Special Flood Hazard Area (SFHA) on NFIP maps.
The SFHA is the area where the National Flood Insurance Program's
(NFIP's) floodplain management regulations must be enforced and the area
where the mandatory purchase of flood insurance applies. The SFHA
includes Zones A, AO, AH, A1-30, AE, A99, AR, AR/A1-30, AR/AE,
AR/AO, AR/AH, AR/A, VO, V1-30, VE, and V.”

Flood Zone (continued): Area A is defined as follows:

“Areas subject to inundation by the 1-percent-annual-chance flood event
generally determined using approximate methodologies. Because detailed
hydraulic analyses have not been performed, no Base Flood Elevations
(BFEs) or flood depths are shown. Mandatory flood insurance purchase
requirements and floodplain management standards apply.”

This edition of the flood maps has been recently released and are
reportedly preliminary. Due to the mandatory requirements discussed by
FEMA, an architect or similar professional should contact the agency.

Flood Map

Locational Influences:

The subject is located along the north side of Plymouth Street, adjacent to the

Manhattan Bridge and abutting the Brooklyn Bridge Park to its north. The Manhattan

Bridge structure is located directly above the subject DOT Paint Shed Facility site. This

is an undesirable characteristic as the traffic flow across the bridge may create significant
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noise pollution. The location of the subject DOT Paint Shed Facility site under the

Manhattan Bridge is likely to create financial hardships and delays in an approval process

for the potential development of the site. The New York City Department of Transportation

has confirmed that they do not have any specific regulations or height restrictions on building

under bridges and deal with development under bridges on a case-by-case basis. The height

of the bridge over the replacement property has been reported by the DOT to be

approximately 115 feet. The subject land area west of the Brooklyn Bridge (Washington

Street Roadbed and Water Meter Testing Facility site), is the most likely location for any

potential developments of the subject property as a larger parcel. The subject’s proximity

to the park and bridge create recognizable landmarks to identify the subject’s location

along Plymouth Street.

The Brooklyn Bridge Park is gaining in recognition and is attracting more visitors

each year as a recreational area and tourist attraction. As previously stated, on-going

residential development in DUMBO will be adding 700 to 800 residential units to the

area in the foreseeable future, which will increase public use of the park and have a

positive effect on the commercial market that services the DUMBO residential

community and tourists alike. Furthermore, mass transit local stops of the A, C, F, 2 and

3 trains service, the Water Taxi at 1 Water Street (Pier 1) and proximity to the Brooklyn-

Queens Expressway enhance the public’s accessibility to the park as a destination for

tourists and resident of both Brooklyn, Manhattan and Queens.

Although the subject enjoys unobstructed view of the East River and the

Manhattan skyline, its proximity to the East River does have a negative influence on the

property because of potential flooding. During Superstorm Sandy the subject’s ground

floor was engulfed with four to five feet of water which overflowed from the East River.

Any developer or user of the subject property will have to consider the potential for

flooding and increased insurance costs.

The subject property is improved with a Water Meter Testing Facility building.

The following is a summary of the subject building characteristics.
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GENERAL BUILDING CHARACTERISTICS – WATER METER TESTING FACILITY

The subject Water Meter Testing Facility building consists of a one-story, plus

partial basement, single-tenant, industrial/office building containing 9,585± square feet of

gross building area (GBA), which was originally constructed circa 1988. The subject

building is currently utilized as a water meter testing facility for the DEP. The building

contains a mixture of industrial warehouse/storage space and secondary office space.

There is curbside parking available along Plymouth Street.

EXTERIOR

Foundation: Poured concrete

Framing: Masonry, with steel beams and joists

Walls & Façade: Masonry block with brick face

Entrance/Doors: Anodized aluminum frame and plate glass entrance, with typical
metal access doors.

Roof: Inaccessible. Reported to be flat, built-up roof with heat welded
tar.

INTERIOR

Floors: Predominately vinyl tile in office areas. Concrete block in
industrial storage areas.

Walls: Painted sheetrock & masonry

Ceilings: Drop ceiling with suspended acoustical tile grid system.

Lavatories: Multiple lavatories located throughout the building. The building
also contains a locker room, with two showers.

Lighting: Ceiling-recessed fluorescent

MECHANICAL

HVAC: The building has a gas-fired boiler located on the lower level,
which provides heat and hot water to the space.

Utilities: Gas, electric, public water and telephone.
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Condition and Functional Utility of the Improvements

During Superstorm Sandy it was reported that the DUMBO community was

engulfed with four to five feet of water which overflowed from the East River. During

the inspection of the subject property we were not provided with access to the interior of

the building and could not assess if the storm caused any damage to the building. Most

of the buildings that were affected by the storm in the local area have been repaired;

however, some are still damaged. A representative of the client of this appraisal report

indicated that the interior of the Water Meter Testing Facility building was in good

condition, similar to the last site inspection that was performed by our firm on July 11,

2011. Interior photographs from the last inspection are provided in the body of this

report. This valuation analysis is based on the assumption that the subject property is in

the same interior condition as of the last inspection date.
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INTERIOR PHOTOGRAPHS18

Interior Photo #1

Interior Views of Water Meter Testing Facility – Office Areas

Interior Photo #2

18 Matthew J. Guzowski took all interior photographs of the subject property on July 11, 2011, the last date of interior inspection of the

subject property.
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Interior Photo #3

Interior Views of Water Meter Testing Facility – Office Areas

Interior Photo #4
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Interior Photo #5

Interior Views of Water Meter Testing Facility – Industrial Areas

Interior Photo #6
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Interior Photo #7

Interior Views of Water Meter Testing Facility – Basement Storage Areas

Interior Photo #8
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Interior Photo #9

Interior Views of Water Meter Testing Facility – Boiler

Interior Photo #10

Interior Views of Water Meter Testing Facility – Lavatory
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TAX MAP

Block 7, p/o Lot 21 – Water Meter Testing Facility

The Washington Street Roadbed site is part of the roadbed of a demapped New York City street
and does not contain a tax map identification. The Washington Street Roadbed can be seen
from this tax map adjacent and to the west of Lot 21.
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TAX MAP
(Continued)

Block 7, p/o Lot 1 – DOT Paint Shed Facility
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ASSESSMENT AND REAL ESTATE TAX DATA

The subject property is currently owned by the City of New York, with the Water

Meter Testing Facility site and the DOT Paint Shed Facility site currently under the

jurisdiction of the Department of Environmental Protection (DEP). Properties that are

owned by the State or City receive a full real estate tax exemption because it is a

government agency. Although it is currently fully tax-exempt, the subject property (with

the exception of the Washington Street Roadbed) is assessed by the City of New York.

Real estate taxes are based on the lower of the actual or transitional assessed

value. The tentative 2013/14 real estate assessed values have been issued by the City of

New York. The subject tax lot is classified as a Class IV property with a tax rate of

$10.288 per $100.00 of assessed value for the 2012/13 real estate tax year (latest rate

published).

The current real estate tax assessment and projected real estate taxes for the entire

subject property, if it were not exempt, are estimated in the following table. The real

estate taxes for the Water Meter Testing Facility and the DOT Paint Shed have been

allocated based on the subject percentage of land and building area as compared to the

entire tax lot for each site.

The following are the projected real estate taxes for the Water Meter Testing

Facility based on its percentage of the entire tax lot on which it is located.

Estimated Real Estate Taxes Entire Lot 21 and Subject Water Meter Testing Facility
(If Not Exempt)

Land % of % of

2013/14

Land

2013/14

Building

2013/14

Full

Estimated

Full

Area GBA Total Total Assessed Assessed Assessed RETX 2013/14 RETX/

Address Block/Lot (Sq. Ft. ±) (Sq. Ft. ±) Land GBA Value Value Value Rate RETX Sq. Ft.

1 Plymouth Street 7/21 10,900 9,585 $144,000 $88,560 $232,560 0.10288 $23,926 $2.50

Water Meter Testing Facility 7/p/o 21 10,860 9,585 99.6% 100.0% $143,472 $88,560 $232,032 0.10288 $23,871 $2.49
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The following are the projected real estate taxes for the DOT Paint Shed Site

based on its percentage of the entire tax lot on which it is located.

Estimated Real Estate Taxes Entire Lot 1 and Subject DOT Paint Shed Site
(If Not Exempt)

Land % of % of

2013/14

Land

2013/14

Building

2013/14

Full

Estimated

Full

Area GBA Total Total Assessed Assessed Assessed RETX 2013/14 RETX/

Address Block/Lot (Sq. Ft. ±) (Sq. Ft. ±) Land GBA Value Value Value Rate RETX Sq. Ft.

121 Plymouth Street 7/1 80,873 15,446 $615,870 $155,700 $771,570 0.10288 $79,379 $5.14

DOT Paint Shed Site 7/p/o 1 15,587 8,809 19% 57% $118,699 $88,797 $207,496 0.10288 $21,347 $2.42

DOT Paint Shed Site

As a Vacant Site*

7/p/o 1 15,587 N/A N/A N/A $118,699 N/A $118,699 0.10288 $12,212 $0.78

* We have been instructed to apprise the DOT Paint Shed Facility under the hypothetical condition that the existing improvements

do not exist.

Washington Street Roadbed

The Washington Street Roadbed is part of a roadbed within a New York City

Street and is not identified on the tax maps of New York City and therefore, it does not

have an assessed value. For valuation purposes, we have projected real estate taxes for

the Washington Street Roadbed. In doing this, we have analyzed the current real estate

taxes per square foot apportioned to the land area for two neighboring sites, which are

located in Block 7, adjacent to the subject property.

The following table indicates the comparable real estate taxes used in our

projection of the Washington Street Roadbed real estate taxes.

Comparable Real Estate Taxes ($/Sq. Ft. Land Area)
(If Not Exempt)

Land % of % of

2013/14

Land

Estimated

Land RETX/

Area GBA Total Total Assessed RETX 2013/14 Sq. Ft.

Address Block/Lot (Sq. Ft. ±) (Sq. Ft. ±) Land* GBA Value Rate RETX Land

Water Meter Testing Facility Block 7, p/o Lot 21 10,860 9,585 99.6% 100% $143,472 0.10288 $14,760 $1.36

Paint Shed Building Site Block 7, p/o Lot 1 15,587 8,809 19% 57% $118,699 0.10288 $12,212 $0.78
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The comparable real estate taxes range between $0.78 and $1.36, with an average

of $1.07 per square foot of land area. Based on the above, we have projected real estate

taxes of $1.00 per square foot, or $11,170.00 per annum for the subject property as

currently vacant.

The following is a summary of the combined real estate taxes for the subject

replacement parcel.

Estimated Real Estate Taxes – Replacement Property
Including Washington Street Roadbed,

Water Meter Testing Facility and DOT Paint Shed Site
(If Not Exempt)

Land % of % of

2013/14

Land

2013/14

Building

2013/14

Full

Estimated

Full

Area GBA Total Total Assessed Assessed Assessed RETX 2013/14 RETX/

Address Block/Lot (Sq. Ft. ±) (Sq. Ft. ±) Land GBA Value Value Value Rate RETX Sq. Ft.

Water Meter Testing Facility 7/p/o 21 10,860 9,585 99.6% 100.0% $143,472 $88,560 $232,032 0.10288 $23,871 $2.49

DOT Paint Shed Site

As a Vacant Site*

7/p/o 1 15,587 N/A N/A N/A $118,699 N/A $118,699 0.10288 $12,212 $0.78

Washington St. Roadbed N/A 11,170 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A $11,170 $1.00

Replacement Property

(Larger Parcel)

$47,253 $1.26

As stated earlier, the subject property is currently 100% exempt from all real

estate taxes since it is owned by the City of New York, under the jurisdiction of the

Department of Environmental Protection (DEP). The current allocated real estate taxes

have been attributed to the subject property in its current condition.

In order to determine the real estate taxes of the subject property upon renovation

completion or reuse, we have researched the real estate taxes of comparable properties to

determine the appropriate real estate taxes for each of the potential uses of the subject

property.

The following table includes a summary of the current real estate taxes of

comparable one-story retail buildings. It should be noted that many of the comparable

buildings received between 22 and 25 year ICIP exemptions.
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Real Estate Tax Comparables – One-Story Retail Buildings

Full Estimated

GBA 2013/14 RETX Full 2013/14 RETX/

Address Block/Lot (Sq. Ft. ±) Assessed Value Rate RETX Sq. Ft.

169 Atlantic Avenue Block 276, Lot 16 7,200 $ 657,210 0.10288 $ 67,614 $ 9.39

181 Atlantic Avenue Block 276, Lot 12 2,050 $ 192,499 0.10288 $ 19,804 $ 9.66

82 Henry Street Block 226, Lot 26 1,650 $ 297,270 0.10288 $ 30,583 $18.54

80 Henry Street Block 226, Lot 25 800 $ 89,125 0.10288 $ 9,169 $11.46

78 Henry Street Block 226, Lot 24 900 $ 103,631 0.10288 $ 10,662 $11.85

34 Middagh Street Block 215, Lot 9 600 $ 61,800 0.10288 $ 6,358 $10.60

137 Lawrence Street Block 152, Lot 123 1,060 $ 261,990 0.10288 $ 26,954 $25.43

139 Lawrence Street Block 152, Lot 122 2,500 $ 301,500 0.10288 $ 31,018 $12.41

156 Lawrence Street Block 151, Lot 40 1,485 $ 297,810 0.10288 $ 30,639 $20.63

395 Jay Street Block 151, Lot 15 12,520 $2,107,530 0.10288 $216,823 $17.32

34 Willoughby Street Block 150, Lot 19 4,566 $1,285,650 0.10288 $132,268 $28.97

225 Duffield Street Block 146, Lot 16 1,890 $ 204,617 0.10288 $ 21,051 $11.14

98 Willoughby Street Block 145, Lot 21 2,500 $ 239,929 0.10288 $ 24,684 $ 9.87

393 Bridge Street Block 145, Lot 8 6,390 $ 425,368 0.10288 $ 43,762 $ 6.85

90 Prince Street Block 134, Lot 36 1,100 $ 96,120 0.10288 $ 9,889 $ 8.99

191 York Street Block 55, Lot 40 1,378 $ 154,350 0.10288 $ 15,880 $11.52

157 York Street Block 55, Lot 1 5,715 $ 347,941 0.10288 $ 35,796 $ 6.26

19 Cadman Plaza West Block 35, Lot 5 1,371 $ 134,580 0.10288 $ 13,846 $10.10

Min: $ 6.26

Max: $28.97

Mean: $13.39

Median $11.30

As indicated in the above table the comparable one-story retail buildings have full real

estate taxes ranging between $6.26 and $28.97 per square foot, with a mean of $13.39 per

square foot and a median of $11.30 per square foot.

The subject’s full real estate taxes are estimated at $11.50 per square foot of building

area for retail use on the ground floor (as redeveloped with a one-story retail building). This

conclusion is within the comparable range since any proposed retail buildings of the

replacement property or each property as if valued as a separate zoning lot will be able to be

subdivided with retail units similar to the comparable properties. The full real estate taxes are

included in the residual discounted cash flow analysis.

The following table includes a summary of the current real estate taxes of

comparable apartment buildings in the local area.
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Real Estate Tax Comparables – Apartment Buildings

Full Estimated

GBA 2013/14 RETX Full 2013/14 RETX/

Address Block/Lot (Sq. Ft. ±) Assessed Value Rate RETX Sq. Ft.

254 Water Street 42/18 28,358 $1,246,410 0.13181 $ 164,289 $ 5.79 has 15 Year 421A

65 Washington Street 51/ 12 50,457 $4,317,570 0.13181 $ 569,099 $11.28 has 15 Year 421A

109 Gold Street 56/ 2 30,000 $2,614,500 0.13181 $ 344,617 $11.49 has 15 Year 421A

65 Hoyt Street 171/ 1 195,296 $8,018,901 0.13181 $1,056,971 $ 5.41 has 25 Year 421A

61 Schermerhorn Street 269/ 16 47,896 $3,517,020 0.13181 $ 463,578 $ 9.68 has 15 Year 421A

Min: $ 5.41

Max: $11.49

Mean: $ 8.73

Median $ 9.68

As indicated in the above table the comparable apartment buildings have full real

estate taxes ranging between $5.41 and $11.49 per square foot, with a mean of $8.73 per

square foot and a median of $9.68 per square foot. These are the full real estate taxes and

each property receives a 421A exemption which reduces this amount.

Assuming a new residential development, the subject’s full real estate taxes are

estimated at $9.00 per square foot of building area which is supported by the comparable

range. This real estate tax projection is only applicable to the valuation of the subject

property as if vacant and available for redevelopment as a residential building.

The full real estate taxes are included in the residual discounted cash flow

analysis. All of the comparable apartment buildings benefit from 15- or 25-year 421A

real estate tax exemptions.

Upon redevelopment of the property by a private developer, the subject property

would be reassessed by the City of New York. In the highest and best use analysis, we

have tested the productivity of various financially feasible uses to determine the

maximally productive use. Each of the uses required an estimate of probable real estate

taxes. A comparative analysis of each of these uses was made to arrive at an indicated

real estate tax on a per square foot basis. The following is a summary of the projected

full real estate tax expense for each of the proposed uses:
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Proposed Real Estate Taxes by Use Type

One-Story Retail $11.50 per square foot

Residential Apartment Building $ 9.00 per square foot

Under each of these uses, a private developer would be entitled to real estate tax

savings stemming from either a 421A tax exemption (residential uses) or an ICAP tax

exemption (commercial uses). The ICIP exemption program has been replaced with the

ICAP (Industrial Commercial Exemption Program).

The estimated present value of real estate tax savings under the various exemption

programs offered as-of-right by the City of New York as presented on the following

pages. These projections and calculations were used in the highest and best use analysis.

A safe rate is a rate of return on a low-risk investment, including U.S. Treasury

securities and investment grade bonds. As published in the Federal Reserve Statistical

Release H.15 on March 25, 2013, 10-year Treasury Bonds are 1.93% and 20-year

Treasury Bonds are 2.76%. In our projections of the present value of the tax savings for

the subject property under various uses permitted as-of-right under the current

regulations, a discount rate of 4% is used in estimating the present value of real estate tax

savings for any proposed as-of-right development that would achieve an ICAP

Abatement. The estimated 4% discount rate is estimated at approximately 200 basis

points over the safe rate of 2%±.

Any proposed development that will require rezoning from its current M3-1

zoning district requires additional risk associated with the potential lengthy zoning

approval process and the chance that a rezoning would not be granted. Therefore,

additional risk needs to be factored into the discount rate applied to the present value of

real estate tax savings as these savings (421A real estate tax exemption) are not

guaranteed. Whereas the ICAP real estate tax abatement is guaranteed as long as the

property is developed with an industrial or commercial development permitted as-of-

right. Therefore, a discount rate of 8% is used in estimating the present value of real


